**UMOC contest to start today**

(Continued from page 1) won by Fred Harris.

Harvard is assured of support from second and third east of East Campus which is offering a housing area over 20,000 for every hundred dollars received for him.

**Physics major, Michael Blewitt, also known as "Maxwell's Demon" is out to dispense all physics law I have learned at MIT.** "I will beimusical and travelling at the speed of light, defying laws of gravitation and thermodynamics," he promises.

Leo Harten '77, who believes "America should go back to basic values" will be relying "only on his inherent ugliness."

Disapproving of gimmicks, costumes and other paraphernalia, Leo will appear in his regular gear — a scantly pair of gym pants, and a dinner jackets with a lush green toilet seat cover on top.

Vinny Reddy '78, listed in the Freshman Handbook at Thunder Turkey '66, is completely handled by his campaign manager, Tom Ciaccio '78, who is not yet ready to reveal their strategy.

"We is the Hump. I are Larry DeMar '79 and David Browne '78," uttered a lump of human flesh. The hump which believes it is truly representative of the deep down agliness in all human beings, thinks it can also be con sidered a gad. It also wants the MIT community to watch out for the seven foot man.

"Would you want your sister to go out with a guy like me?" asks Sude Bilegser "79 of McCormick.

"I think the public is ready for something new and exciting this year... I would have made a very ugly man," she says.

Steve Menetroy '79 of Varden budge House will be running as the Gorilla.

"I hope people realize that even the Court has tired blood," said UMOC veteran Brian Hughes '77. Hughes said that he was con cerned that the public might not be happy with a large number of candidates. Hughes, who dresses as a vampire for his role as Count UMOC, promises to "pore blood in a dramatic way at 2:00pm today."

Last year, the Court won the UMOC contest, collecting $615 after entering the race only twenty-four hours before it ended.

---

**Help Wanted:** Grid Student, CSWi, single, to work for The Tech indexing Project. Must be native speaker of English, able to type, have excellent grammar, and be good at editing. At least 1 yr commitment. Pay $3.50/hr, work at home, start in Jan. Summer availability desirable. For more info on interview, call Dave Bosco at x3-1541 or x-9460.


$5.00 with LED display driver.

Metal type for letterpress. 9' long castered desk chair. Becky x3-1541. $1

Wanted: Wanted: Folding, swivelid, armad, centerd chick chair. Beily x3-1541. 1" or 2" wide seat. Large window fans. Metal type for Worcester 9" long tapes. Call x3-1541.

Silicon wafers, detectors, resistors, etc. See 350.